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Abstract--We construct the solution of the Riemann problem for 2 x 2 isothermal gas dynamics in a 
duct with discontinuous diameter. Besides hocks and rarefactions, there are standing waves. The solution 
exists globally. It is obtained as an asymptotic solution for an appropriate Cauchy problem with continuous 
data. In certain cases bifurcation occurs and there are three solutions, one of which is unstable. This is 
an example of a Riemann problem whose solution depends discontinuously on the initial data. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper, we construct he solution of the Riemann problem for the one-dimensional 
isothermal equations of gas dynamics in a duct with discontinuous cross section. The flow is 
modeled by a system of quasilinear hyperbolic partial differential equations of the form 
OU 0F(x, U) 
- -  + - 0 ,  (1 .1 )  
Ot Ox 
where U is the vector of conserved quantities and F is the flux vector. The novel feature in 
this problem is the presence of standing waves in addition to shock and rarefaction waves. 
These waves are defined by solving the ordinary differential equations 
OF(x, U) 
Ox 
= O. (1.2~ 
When combining these waves to construct the solution of the Riemann problem bifurcation may 
occur. In this case there are three solutions for the Riemann problem with the same initial data. 
One of these solutions is unstable under perturbations. Among the other two, the correct solution 
is chosen utilizing other physical considerations. Thus this is an example of a Riemann problem 
whose solution depends discontinuously on the initial data. 
One-dimensional nonhomogeneous systems of the form (1.1) arise from homogeneous 
problems in higher dimensions after symmetries or simplifying hypotheses are taken into account. 
Such reductions to one-dimensional problems are advantageous since solutions of the hyperbolic 
system can then be constructed from its characteristics. These nonhomogeneous systems also 
appear in the contexts of nonequilibrium flow, multiphase flow and chemically reacting flow. 
Some results on global existence and uniqueness for the associated Cauchy problem may be 
found in [1-3]. 
Of particular interest is the situation in which the flux function F has a sharp discontinuity 
at x = 0 and is independent of x for x < 0 and for x > 0. This occurs when the diameter a(x) 
of the duct jumps at x = 0 from a value ac to another value aR. In this case the stationary, 
waves become standing discontinuities[4-7]. Their interaction with the already known classical 
waves, composed of shocks and rarefactions, leads to cases of nonexistence[8] and of bifur- 
cations[3]. The solution of the Riemann problem for the initial data U = Uc, a = aL forx < 0 
and U = UR, a = aR for x > 0 is defined in the following way. First, taking into account he 
appropriate ntropy condition, we solve the Cauchy problem for the data U = Uc, a = ac for 
x < -~.  U = (-JR, a = ae for x > ~ with U(x, t = 0) and a(x) interpolated monotonously in
- e -< x -< e. Then we calculate the weak limit of this solution as ~ goes to zero. 
Problems with nonunique solutions uch as the one considered in this work are also studied 
in [1,6,9-13]. 
The solution of this Riemann problem may serve as the main building block of a stable 
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numerical scheme that resolves harp discontinuities `*ell. For this purpose xtentions of G l imm-  
Chorin's method[14, 15] or Godunov's method[ 16] are necessary, A method closely related to 
such an extension is described in [17,18]. 
In Sec. 2 we present a construction of the solution of the Riemann problem for 2 x 2 
isothermal gas dynamics in a duct with constant cross section that ,*'ill serve as a basis for the 
general construction presented later. In Sec. 3 we study the stationary.' waves that arise when a 
duct with discontinuous cross section is considered. The full Riemann solution is then constructed 
in Secs. 4, 5, and 6. In Sec. 4 we show how to find the solution using the ideas of Sec. 2. We 
reduce the problem to the geometrical problem of finding the intersection of two curves in state 
space. In Sec. 5 we discuss the construction of all such curves. Finally', Sec. 6 is devoted to 
the construction of the solution in all cases. The main idea of the construction is to attach the 
standing wave to the waves originating to the left or right according to whether the particle 
velocity' is positive or negative. The interpretation of this construction is obtained by following 
a particle path. 
2. FLOV¢ [N A DUCT WITH CONSTANT AREA 
The equations for isothermal gas dynamics are 
p, + (pv), = 0. 
(pv), + (pu2), + cZp, = 0, 
(2.11 
where p is the density, u is the velocity and c is the (constant) speed of sound. These equations 
model the flow of gas at constant emperature, as well as flow of fluids for pressure ranges in 
which the speed of sound may be taken as constant. 
We review briefly the solution of the initial-value problem consisting of (2. I) together with 
the discontinuous data: 
(p(x, t = 0l u(x,  t = 0)) = 
(PL, uL) forx  < 0, 
(PR, uFe) forx > 0. 
(2.2) 
Here PL, re, PR and vR are constants (see [16], Sec. 2 or [20,21]). 
The solution of this Riemann problem consists of a left wave (or I-wave) and a right wave 
(or 2-wave). These waves are either rarefaction or shock waves. Because 12. l)-(2.2) are 
invariant under the scale transformation x' = ax, t' = at (a > 0), the Riemann solution is 
constant along the lines x / t  = const. 
2.1 Rare fac t ion  waves  
Rarefaction waves correspond to smooth sections of certain solutions of t2.1)-(2.2) for 
t > 0 that we now describe. 
For smooth p and v system (2.1) is equivalent to 
p, + vp~ + PG = 0 ,  
v, + (c-'/p)p~ + vG = O. 
(2 .3 )  
Multiplying the first equation in (2.3) by' ±c /p  and adding the second one, we get the system 
in characteristic form 
s~ + (v  = c )s ,  = 0 .  (2 .4a)  
r, + (c - c)r, = 0, (2.4b) 
where 
s = (v  - c In p) , '2 ,  (2 .5a}  
r = (8, - c In p) , '2 .  (2 .5b l  
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The functions s and r are called the Riemann invariants. By definition a l-rarefaction wave is 
a smooth scale-invariant solution on which s is constant. Indeed. p and v are constant along 
the lines x / t  = const and so is r from (2.5b). If we choose v on each line satisfying x / t  = 
v - c and p according to (2.5a). we obtain a 1-rarefaction wave: (2.4a) is satisfied trivially 
and (2.4b) because 
d 
0 = -7 r(x = (v - c)t, t) = r,.(v - c) - r,. 
dt 
Similarly. a 2-rarefaction wave is a smooth scale-invariant solution on which r is constant. 
A state u = (c In p. v) is represented by a point in phase space. In this space we define 
the 1- and 2-rarefaction curves as follows: 
RI(uL)  = {u , t / r (uv)  >-- r (uL) ,  s(u~l)  = s(uL)} 
= {u~jvL  -- v~f = -z  fo rz  = c lnpL  - c ln  P~t -> 0}, (2.6) 
R=(tt R) = {uv / r (uv)  = r (uR) ,  s(u~t) <- s(uR)} 
= {u~t /v~ - v~ = - -  fo rz  = c lnpR - c lnp~f  >- 0}. (2.7) 
Thus Rt(,L) is the set of states u~ which can be connected to the left state uL by a 1-rarefaction 
and R,(uR) is the set of states u~t which can be connected to the right state uR by a 2-rarefaction. 
The inequality restrictions in the definitions above result from a geometric onsideration which 
we explain for a l-curve. On a left state, x / t  = vL - c is less than x / t  = v~t - c at the state 
u~t to the right. This fact, together with the fact that s is constant, yields the inequality. 
2.2 Shock  waves  
Typically nonlinear hyperbolic systems like (2.3) admit solutions with discontinuities ( hocks). 
Therefore (2.3) has to be considered in the integral form[22]. This leads to a relationship 
between the speed of the shock or and the states tt_ and u_ to the left and right of  the shock. 
In our case this relationship, called the Rankine-Hugoniot  jump condition, is 
p .v_  - p_v_  p_v~. + c-'p_ - p_v-'_ - cZp_ 
o ' (u_ ,  u,_) = = (2 .8 )  
p.  - p_ p+v_ - p_v_  
Given P- .  v_ and v+ it is easy to verify that the second equality in (2.8) is satisfied by two 
values of p . .  We now define the 1- and 2-shock curves as follows: 
SL("D = { ,~, /vL  - v~1 = c (e - :  >-  e: =) /2  
for : = c In PL - c In P~t -< 0}. (2.9) 
S:(uR) = {uv /v~,  - vR = c (e - : : '  - e:-'~)/2 
for z = c In PR - c In 9vf -< 0}. (2.10) 
Thus Sa(uL) is the set of states uM which can be connected to the left state uL by a l -shock and 
Sz(uR) is the set of states u v~ which can be connected to the right state uR by a 2-shock. A 
straightforward computation shows the states ut. and u~t in (2.9) as well as u~ and u~ in (2.10) 
satisfy the Rankine-Hugoniot  condition. The inequality restrictions in the definitions above 
result from entropy considerations, which in this case ensure that the characteristics enter the 
shock from both sides. 
2.3 Const ruct ion  o f  the R iemann so lu t ion  
In order to solve the Riemann problem (2.1)-(2.2)  we define the I-M curve as the set of 
states tq t which can be connected to the left state tt L by a l -wave.  Similarly the 2-M curve is 
the set of states u,~ which can be connected to the right state uR by a 2-wave. In this case the',' 
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Fig. 1. 
coincide with 
T,(uL) = Rl(u,  ) t._J Sl(ut.). 
T_,(,tR) = R,_(tt R ) t,..) S,_(tt,~). 
(2.1l)  
The fol lowing result is true: all TI(T2) curves are translates of one another. The T: curves 
are reflections of the T~ curves with respect to the axis u = 0. Moreover,  there exists a 
parametrization of u = SffuL) such that 
0 < m  
dr(u(: ) )  ds(u iz ) ) /d r (u (z ) )  ds(u(z)) < _ _  and 
dz d :  d:  / d :  
is monotone decreasing from 1 - at z = - :c to 0 -  at - = 0. Furthermore. any T, curve always 
intercepts a T_, curve precisely once. 
To solve the Riemann problem for given uL and uR we find the intermediate state uv = 
T,('gL) A T:(uR) (see Fig. I). The solution consists of the left state uL, a l -wave (shock or 
rarefaction), the intermediate state uM, a 2-wave (shock or rarefaction) and the right state uR. 
Examples are given in Figs. 2 -5 .  The curves dx/dt  = u - c are the l-characteristics and 
dx ld t  = u + c the 2-characteristics. 
Note that the characteristics of  one family are deflected when they pass through a region 
where the other family has a shock or a rarefaction. 
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3. STATIONARY FLOW IN A DUCT WITH VARIABLE AREA 
STATIONARY WAVES 
The equations for isothermal gas dynamics in a duct with smooth area a(x) > 0 are 
(ap), + (apvL = O. 
(apv), + (apv-')~ + ac-'p, = O. 
(3.1) 
For smooth flow (3.1) is equivalent o 
(ap), + (apvL = O, 
v, + (u"/2 + c: In p)~ = O. 
(3.2) 
For stationary flow (3.2) becomes 
apv = const (3.3) 
v: /2  + c-' In p = const' .  
Since a > 0 and p > 0, the sign of v is constant in (3.3). We introduce the change of variables 
z = c In 9. (3.4) 
b= lna .  
Thus (3.3) may be rewritten as 
z/c + lnlu I + b = const", 
2 + u2/2c = const'". 
(3.5) 
In this work we consider either expanding or contracting ducts. The area and the state at 
.r_ are a_ = a(x_) and u_ = (z_, v_); atx+ they are a_ and u_. The area varies monotonical ly 
between x_ and x~.: we assume that a'(x) ~ 0 in this range. 
A straightforward computation shows that for these ducts smooth stationary' flow cannot 
become sonic, i.e.: Iv-I < c if and only if Iv,  I < c. [Differentiating (3.5) we obtain db/dx = 0 
at the sonic point.] 
The above considerations show that two states u_ and u_ connected by smooth stationary 
flow in a monotone duct satisfy (i) v_ = 0 if and only, if v_ = 0; (ii) v_, v_ have the same 
sign: and (iii) either Iv- l ,  Iv+l are both greater or both smaller than c. 
We are ready to introduce stationary curves. Fix u_, b_ = In a_.  We define J (u_ ,  b_) 
as the set of ,~.. states that can be connected to u_ by a smooth stationary' flow, with b monotone 
between b_ and b . .  From (3.5) we have 
( z .  - z _ ) /c  + ln (v+/v_ )  + (b_ - b_ )  = O. 
(z ,  - z_) + (v'-_ - v'-_)/2c = O. 
(3.6a) 
(3.6b) 
An easy computation using (3.6) shows that J is a cu~'e which can be parametrized by b .  in 
the range (bE, :~) where 
b °_ = b_ + ln(lv_l/c) + (1 - c'-_/c2)/2. (3.7) 
A point in this curve is denoted as ,~_ = J (u_ ,  b_; b_). As b_ tends to bE, c'_ i tends to c. 
As b_ tends to infinity, ]v.] tends to zero if lv_t < c and it tends to infinity' if it,'_ I > c. 
The construction of J is facilitated by observing Figs. 6 and 7. which display curves 
satisfying (3.6a) and (3.6b) respectively. 
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The members of each family are obtained by vertical translations of one representative. 
The second family consists of parabolas. The two families are tangent o each other at v = 
-c .  In fact, from (3.5), there the slopes are dz/dv = w-I. 
The stationary curves J are displayed in Fig. 8. We observe that given u_, a connecting 
state u_ can always be found for any b÷ > b_, while this is not always true for b÷ < b_; that 
is, smooth stationary flow is always possible for expanding ducts. This is true for contracting 
ducts provided the change in area is not too large. 
Our discussion up to this point is valid irrespective of how close x_ and x .  are. It is useful 
in many applications to consider the case where the area of the duct jumps from a_ to a+. In 
this case the flow is obtained as a limit as x .  - x_ tends to zero of the solution corresponding 
to a smooth monotone interpolation of a(x). Our considerations show that a standing wave is 
generated in the flow, as indicated in Fig. 9. 
4. FLOW IN A DUCT WITH D ISCONTINUOUS AREA 
In this section we construct he solution for the initial-value problem consisting of Eq. 
(3.1) with initial data: 
~'(PL, vL) for x < 0, 
(p(x.t = 0) ,v (x , t  = 0)) = L(pR ,vR) fo rx>0.  (4.1a) 
/ \ 
Fig. 7. 
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We assume that the duct has area 
= J'aL fo rx<0,  
O(X) { aR for x > 0. (4.1b) 
As we will see, the solution consists of a sequence of I- and 2-shocks and rarefactions. 
as well as one standing wave. As before, l-waves are localized to the left of 2-waves in physical 
space. They are separated by a state u~1 = (z~. v,,). We introduce a few definitions. 
A I-wave curve WduL, uM) is a curve in phase space [(z, v)-plane] starting at '~L and ending 
at '~M- It consists of a continuous succession of components with increasing speeds. The com- 
ponents, not necessarily all present, are l-shock curves S~, 1-rarefaction curves R~ and a standing 
wave J. 
A 2-wave curve W,.(uR. %I) is defined analogously; it starts at uR and ends at u~t. Its 
components are arranged with decreasing speeds. In physical space the uL state is located at 
the left of uM which is in turn at the left of uR. 
A (full) wave curve is a l-wave curve from uL to uM followed by a 2-wave curve from ,~,~ 
to uR. The wave curve joining uL to uR is a precise representation of the Riemann problem (3.1), 
(4. I). Our algorithm for finding the Riemann solution has two steps. The first, which contains 
most of the difficulty, consists in finding uM for given uL and uR. The second consists in 
constructing the 1- and 2- corresponding wave cur~'es. 
I O O+ 
I 
(al 
d.__~.x . v -c  
t 
1 
(b) 
V÷C 
z 
v 
Z+ 
V÷ 
It) 
Fig. 9. la) Duct; (b) characteristics: (c) so lu t ion .  
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To facilitate our construction, we introduce the notion of I- and 2-M curves: 
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Cl(llL) = {IIM/[ I$ I iS connected to ii L by a l-wave curve), 
C:(un) = {u.~/uu is connected to uR by a 2-wave curve}. 
(4.2) 
Thus, to determine u u for given ut and uR, we construct C,(ut,) and C_,(uD and find their 
intersection {u~} = Ct(ltL) f") C2(//n). AS we will prove, this intersection always exists. 
The M curves (4.2) and (2. I 1) are different, because of the presence of a standing wave. 
There is precisely one standing wave in a full-wave curve from uL to uR; it is located either in 
the 1-M curve or the 2-M curve. To locate the standing wave we use the following rule, which 
is also appropriate for nonisentropic gas dynamics: if v~r > 0 the standing wave is in the l- 
wave curve, and if v~ < 0 it is in the 2-wave curve. (As we will see the standing wave vanishes 
for vM = 0.) 
There are six types of 1-M curves C,(ut): 
I. vt <- c; at >-an 
1I. vt, <-- c; at. < an 
llI. VL > c; at <--an 
IV. vt > c; at >~ an, with bifurcation 
V. UL > c; ac ~ an 
VI. vt > c; at ">" an, with bifurcation. 
Similarly, there are six corresponding types of 2-M curves obtained from the I-M curves through 
reflection with respect o the axis v = 0: 
I. On > --C;  an >-- a; 
If. vR-> -c ;an  <at ,  
Ill. v,~ < -c ;  an <-at. 
IV. vR < -c ;  aR >. at, with bifurcation 
V. uR < -c ;an '> at 
VI. Vn < -c ;  aR > at., with bifurcation. 
The next section is devoted to the construction of the I-M curves, where the following 
notation will be used. 
Given a state u_ with v_ >- c, we define the zero speed shock map ST by u ,  = ST(u_),  
where u+ ~ S, and cr(u_, u_) = 0. Using (2.8) we see that 
v_v .  = c:. (4.3) 
We also define the sets 
S?(,~_) = {u_lu~- E S.(u_) and or(u_, ,l+) < 0}, 
S/'(u_) = {u_lu, E St(u_) and o'(u_, u+) > 0}. 
These sets are indicated in Fig. 10. For v_ -< -c  we define in a similar way SO, S=-, S;-. 
\ 
f 
Fig. I0. 
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For given b_, b_, the map u ~ J(u, b_: b . )  is called the standing-wave map. One should 
keep in mind that for b_ > b~, a state is mapped closer to the sonic line with the same sign 
of v; the opposite is true for b_ < b_. 
5. THE BASIC CASES 
In this section we construct he six types of I-M curves. We note they are invariant under 
translations parallel to the z axis. 
5. l Case 1: v L -< c; b L ~> b R 
In this case the curve Cl(uL) consists of three parts: Q~, Q_, and Q,. The first is the part of 
the curve T~(uL) [see Eq. (2.11)] which corresponds to negative v. i.e. 
QI(tlL) = {l,/ = (o, -)It/ ~ TI(UL) with u <- 0}. 
The second is part of the image of Tl(ttL) under the standing-wave map. The part in question 
has v between 0 and c. To construct his part, we need the points ,,. -= (c, z,.) and t~. ~ T~(uD 
satisfying u,. = J(fi,, bL; be) (see Fig. 11). Thus 
Qz(UL) = {u[u = J(u_, be; bR) with u_ ~ TI(ttL), 0 < U_ <- f3,.}. 
The third part is 
Q3(uc) = {lllll ~ Tl(uc) with v > c}. 
A simple computation using (2.6), (2.9) and (3.6) shows that at u,., the cu~'es Q_, and Q3 
have the same slope (dz/dv = - 1). Similarly, the slope of Q: at the axis c, = 0 lies between 
- 1 and 0. It is crucial for our construction of the Riemann solution that the curve C~(UL) defines 
z as a monotone decreasing function of v. 
When solving the Riemann problem one finds {tqt} = C~(uL) ~ C:(uR). If the point u~1 
belongs to Q~(UL), the l-wave curve is a shock in Cases I(A) and I(B), and either a l-shock or 
a l-rarefaction in Case I(C), according to whether vM < vL or v~t > VL [see Figs. 12(a), 13(a)]. 
If uu belongs to Qz(uD, the l-wave curve is either a l-shock or a 1-rarefaction from uL to 
fist followed by a standing wave from thf to u~. [Here th/ = J(u.~, b~: bL) satisfies u~t = J(t'(~, 
bc; be).] In Case I(A) we have a 1-shock and in IfC) a 1-rarefaction. In Case IIB) it is a 1- 
shock for v.~l < vc and a l-rarefaction for v~ > vc [see Figs. 12(b). 13(b)]. 
If u~ belongs to Q3(uD the l-wave curve consists of a l-shock or a l-rarefaction from uL 
to t~,., followed by a standing wave from t~, to u,.. and finally a l-rarefaction wave from u, to 
uu. We have a 1-shock for VL > O, and a l-rarefaction for vL < t?, [Figs. 12(c). 13(c)]. 
In Figs. 12 and 13 we show the l-characteristics for typical solutions in the absence of 
the 2-wave curce, i.e. when uR = u.~t. 
5.2 Case H: v L --< c; bE < bR 
In this case the curve C~(uD consists of four parts. The first two are analogous to Case I: 
QI(uD = (.I. T'(UL) with v -< 0}, 
Q=(.L) = (.I. = J(, ,- ,  bz; bR) with u_ ~ Tt(uc). 0 < u_ <- c, u < c}. 
The shape of Q,_ in this case is different from the one in Case l because bL and bR have opposite 
relationships in these two cases. This curve ends at t~ = J(u~., bL: bR) with /,, < c. Here u,. = 
TI(UL) 0 {UIU = C} (see Fig. 15). 
The third part Q3(uD consists of states which are obtained from a succession of three 
stationary waves. This construction is obtained by introducing between ac and ae. in the duct. 
an intermediate diameter a where a zero speed shock is present [Fig. 141a)l. 
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Fig. 11. l-Mcurves for Case I. (A): uL---> t3,;(B) 0 <- vt <- b,,'ff~ = J (u~.b~:bR l : (C ) :  ut < 0. 
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Thus Q3(UL) is parametrized by b with bt --< b -< bR: 
Q3(uD = {u[u = J (u+,  b; bR) where u+ = S~(u_), 
u_ = J(u,., bc; b) (with v_ > c), bL < b < bR}. 
If uM ~ Q~(uL), the l-wave curve consists of a piece of TI(ttL), a standing wave, a zero speed 
shock and another standing wave, as in Fig. 14(b). Of course, in a Riemann problem, region 
2 in Fig. 14 has zero width, so that the two standing waves and the zero speed shock coalesce. 
As shown in Fig. 15 the curve Q3(uD starts at tic and ends at h,. Here h, = S~('ff,), where ~i,, = 
J(u~., bt; bR) with ~,. > c. 
The last part of Cjuc) is 
Q~(ut) = {ulu E Tl(u,.) with u > ~}. 
It consists of a 1-shock curve between fi, and ~i~. with positive speed, and a 1-rarefaction curve 
from ii~. 
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As seen in Fig. 15 the curve C~(uL) defines z as a monotone-decreasing function of u. 
The l -wave curves when uM belongs to Q~(uL) or Q,_(th) are similar to Case I. lftq~ belongs 
to Q3(UL) the l-wave curve is a l-rarefaction from uL to u,, followed by a standing wave from 
u,. to u_,  a zero speed shock from u_ to u+ and a standing wave from u_ to u,~ [Fig. 16(a)]. 
If uM belongs to QJuL) the 1-wave curve is a l-rarefaction from uL to u,, a standing wave 
from u,. to K, followed by either a l-shock or 1-rarefaction according to whether v v < ~, or 
uM > ~,. [Figs. 16(b,c)]. 
5.3 Case 111: VL > C; b L ~ b R 
In this case the curve C~(UL) consists of four parts very similar to Case [I {see Fig. 17): 
Q~(uL) = {ulu E Tt(uL) with u < 0}, 
Qz(uL) = {ulu = J(u_, bL; bR) with u_ E S{-(uL). 0 < t'-t. 
The curve Qz(uD ends at uL = J(RL, bL; bR) where t~L = S~(uD: 
Q3(ut) = {u/u = J (u+,  b; bR) with u+ = S~(u_)where u_ = J(uL. bL. b) and bL --< b <- bR}. 
The curve Q4(uL) ends at uL = S~(~t.), where uL = J(uL, bL; bR). Finally 
Q~(uL) = {ul u E T,(~iL) with u > ut}. 
Figure 12(a) displays the l-characteristics for uM E Ql(uL). The other cases are displayed in 
Fig. 18. 
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5.4 Case IV: VL > C; bL --> bR, with bifurcation 
This case occurs when both J(ttt., bL; bR) and J(S~(uL), bL; bR) exist. The curve C~(uL) 
consists of four parts with the same definitions, as in Case III. Because bt. >- bR, the shape of 
this curve is different (see Fig. 19). We consider C~(uL) as consisting of three branches. The 
first, Q~(uL) tO Q,_(uD, ends at uL. The second, Q3(ut,), begins at uL and ends at ut. The third, 
Q~(uL), starts at uL. A simple computation using the definiton of Q3(ut.) and Eqs. (3.6), (4.3) 
and (2.9) shows that 
Q3(uL) = {(z, v)lz = zL + ln(vL/v) - (bR - bt,)}. 
Each of the branches define z as a monotone decreasing function of v. 
The l-wave curves and characteristics are similar to Case III. 
5.5 Case V: VL > C; bL > bR with no bifurcation 
This case occurs when J(ut,, bL; bR) fails to exist. Using formulae (3.6) and (4.3) one can 
show that this implies that J(S~(UL), bL; bR) also fails to exist. The curve C~(uL) consists of 
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three parts: 
QI(uL) = {ulu E TI(uD with u -< 0}. 
Q:(ut) = {uiu = J{u_,bt;be) withu_ = &-{ut),0 < u_}, 
Q3(ltL) ={ltll¢ ~ Tl(uc) with u > c} 
(see Fig. 20). 
The l-wave curves and characteristics are similar to Case I(A). 
5.6 Case VI: v L > c; bL > bR with bifurcation 
This case occurs when J(ut, bL; bR) exists but J(S~(ut.), bt.; be) does not. The curve C~(ut) 
consists of two disconnected components. The first component is precisely the curve CffuD of 
Case V, The second component consists of three parts, Q~, Q~ and Q~: 
Q6(ut) = {ulu E T~(uL) with u -> ~'L} 
[here UL = J(UL, bL; bR) and hc = S~(uL)]; 
Qs(ue) = {u[,I = J(u_, b; bR) with ,l+ = S~(u_), u_ = J(zq, bL; b3, bR < b < bL, u --< c}. 
Let us denote by ,i / the sonic point in Os. Then 
Qa(uD = {ulu = Td,i,) with u > c} 
(see Fig. 21). 
The curve  Cl(llL) consists of three branches, Q,(UL) U Qz(uD u Q3(tlL), Qs(ut) U Qa(ut) 
and Q6(uD, each of which defines z as a monotone decreasing function of v. 
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6. THE SOLUTION OF THE RIEMANN PROBLEM 
Given two states uL and uR we construct C~(,~L) and C_,(nR). Their intersection always exists 
because ach has a connected component whose asymptotic behavior at infinity is the same as 
if bL = bR (Figs. 2-5).  In the absence of bifurcations the monotonicity of the curves as a 
function of u guarantees that the intersection is unique. In the presence of bifurcations our 
construction insures that there are one, two or three solutions. This is so because the bifurcation 
is present in only one of the two curves. 
Some typical solutions are in Figs. 22-29. In each figure, the top pictures represent the 
solution at time 1 for - I -< x -< I. The left picture contains the profile of u while the right 
contains the profile of z. For convenience we take c = 1. The large square picture shows the 
curves C~(uL), C2(uD and their intersection in phase space. The dotted axes are r horizontally 
and s vertically [see Eqs. (2.5).] The z axis goes from bottom right to top left. Parallel to it 
are the two sonic lines (dotted). The o axis goes from bottom left to top right. The scale in s 
is indicated by the values at the left comers. The two families of characteristics are displayed 
in the remaining pictures, for - 1 -< x -< 1 and 0 -< t -< 1. The top one shows the l-charac- 
teristics dx/dt  = v - c ( "s low"  speed) and the bottom one shows the 2-characteristics 
dx/dt = v + c (" fast"  speed). The slopes of the characteristics at the corners of the pictures 
are indicated. In Figs. 22-26, bL - bR = 1.0; in Figs. 27-29, bL - bR = 0.5. 
In Fig. 22, C~(nL) is a Case I(A) curve, while C:(uR) is a Case III curve. The intersection 
u,r lies in Q~("D and Q4(uR). From left to right we have a l-shock, a 2-shock and a standing 
wave. The state ~R is shown in Fig. 17. In Figs. 23 and 24 the M curves are the same as in 
Fig. 22. In Fig. 23 u~ belongs to Q~(uL) and Q~(uR). We have a 1-shock and a stationary wave. 
Fig. 22. 
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This stationary wave consists of a standing wave, a 2-shock with zero speed, and another 
standing wave which coalesce at x = 0. In Fig. 24 utr belongs to Q~(uc) and Q~(uR). The state 
l~,. is shown in Fig. 1 l(a). We have a l-shock, a standing wave. a l-rarefaction wave and finally 
a 2-shock. 
In Figs. 25 and 26, C~(UL) is a Case IrA) curve, while CzIu,~) is a Case iI curve. In Fig. 
25 the intersection uM lies in Qt(UL) and Q~(uR). We have a l-shock, a standing wave and a 2- 
rarefaction. The stationary wave is composed as before of three coalescing waves. In Fig. 26 
uM belongs to Q3(ut) and Q~(uR). The state t~,. is shown in Fig. l l(a). We have a 1-shock, a 
standing wave, a l-rarefaction and a 2-rarefaction wave. 
In Figs. 27-29 C~(uL) is a Case VI curve, while C.,(uR) is a Case II curve: u~t always lies 
in Q~(uR). The difference between these three figures is due to the choice of the branch of C~(uL) 
where uM lies: Q3(uL) in Fig. 27, Q4(uD in Fig. 28 and Q6(uL) in Fig. 29. This is an example 
where the solution of the Riemann problem is nonunique. The configuration in Fig. 28 corre- 
sponding to the intermediate branch is unstable[4], so we do not consider it to be a genuine 
solution. (The states ffL, Uc, Ut and uc are indicated in Fig. 21.) 
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We observe that the solution of the Riemann problem is continuous (in the U-sense) as a 
function of the Cauchy data uL, ue and the coefficients be, bR, as long as the intersection '¢,t 
remains in the same connected component of each of the two M curves. Because of the possibility 
of bifurcation we do not have global continuity. 
We intend to use this Riemann problem to solve the general Cauchy problem for isothermal 
gas dynamics with variable coefficient a(x) [Eq. (3.1)]. In the case of bifurcation, the inter- 
mediate branch is not used because it gives rise to an unstable Riemann solution{4]. The choice 
between the other branches is dictated by an external criterion. 
We believe that the present Riemann solver is a step in the construction of an analogous 
algorithm for general gas dynamics. 
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